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1. Introduction.
You may log in on the internet page www.primeadvisorynetwork.com. Selecting “Members Area” if already
registered, or “Join the network” if not registered yet. The platform is multilingual.
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On the website all possible info regarding the product may be found (choosing info). The same for the
payment rates.
The product is dived into two categories of users:
1. Lawyers and Accountants that join giving professional assistance to clients from abroad (starting a
new company in a foreign country or introducing commercial products into another country and/or
receiving clients from abroad);
2. Enterprises and companies that through this portal may find a consultant from abroad (Chartered
Accountant or Lawyer) and promote personal export management projects.
You may partake through registration available at https://pan.primafiduciaria.com/cakephp

2. Registration Procedure
Selecting “Request an account” it’s possible to forward a registration request.
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By clicking on “Request an account” the following window appears, allowing the choice of registering the
account as a “Professional” or a “Company”.

In relation to the type of user chosen to register at the network services offered change.

2.1. Signing up as a “Professional”.
By clicking on “Join here” as a “Professional” you sign in as shown in the following.
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In this window it’s possible to choose your profession, therefore select either “Chartered Accountant” or
“Lawyer”. Both policy and Service Agreement must be accepted, downloadable through the link.
If already a member you may proceed by clicking on “If you already have an account, proceed with login”
going back at the sign-in page.

Once all boxes are completed with the credentials and the Privacy policy and the contract are marked, it’s
possible to login by clicking on “Get access”.
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At this point the following message will appear:
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The received email will be as showed below:

By clicking on “Confirm email address” you’ll be automatically directed to the platform’s website from
where you can access to your private profile.

The software offers three subscription plans, based on a “freemium” strategy. Pricing in Pounds that differs
in relation to the country of registration (the price of membership, set by back office, varies according to
which country the user is from).

2.1.1. Rate tables
Free membership allows limited basic functions. Particularly only the possibility to send clients to foreign
colleagues and to visualize export management projects that appear at the moment on the platform.
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For each of the services proposed, by clicking on “what is this?” a brief description will appear. As shown in
the following page.
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The “Silver” account is almost as complete as the “Gold” one, in fact it includes a large portion of the
platform’s functions as shown below:

“Gold” membership provides full access to all the services offered.
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2.1.2. The software before complete registration
Until selection of kind of membership it’s made and the registration phase hasn’t been completed, the
platform allows access only to a limited number of actions, as shown below:

By clicking on “print contract” you print the precompiled Service Agreement approved during
registration.
By choosing Logout you exit the platform and so
the software.
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By clicking on “User Menu” or “Edit your personal details” you enter to the same menu.
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The menu is composed by three submenus are called “My Profile”, “My Services” e “My Documents”.
Let’s give a look to each one of them.

The “My Profile” menu

All of the requested info must be filled in by the members of the platform. Including the personal IBAN
Code on which the payments will be carried out by the network and the Insurance Number whether the
professional is in possession of one.
Furthermore is mandatory to provide a Skype contact and website for all “Silver” and “Gold” members.
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The “My Services” menu appears preset on services prerecorded by back office for the country in which the
new member is subscribing. And the Professional must value them. With the “+ Add new service” option
the member can add new services.
By clicking “Open” you access to the fee of each service offered. The amount is also shown in the column
“Charge applied”. Whereas in the column “Fees applied by the Network” it’s quoted the surcharged
amount by the network which will be applied to the new member.

By clicking on “Open” for each individual service a window appears allowing two options as the following:

“Delete” gives the possibility of deleting the offered service.
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Finally, the “My Documents” menu is used by the Professional to upload the documents requested, in
order to let back office verify that the new member is actually either a Chartered Accountant or a Lawyer
and consequentially that he/she has all the professional requirements to get access to the network.
Before activating a Professional’s account, the Back Office must always verify that the rate table is filled out
and that all the proven documents qualifying for the profession are saved on the member’s page.

Listed below the enlargement of the documents to upload:

Once uploaded, by clicking on “Submit Application” if the type of subscription wasn’t chosen you are
addressed to the initial page regarding the membership payment choice between the Free, Silver or Gold
account.
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By clicking on the “Overview of my clients” link, until the registration isn’t completed with the rate table
and the activation wasn’t approved, the following will appear:

Moreover, in the last two menus “Subscription” and “Information” respectively are to be found published
the rate tables for membership and info about the network, along with the manual and the terms of
payment towards professionals.

2.1.3. Choosing to subscribe
Choosing a fee plan or either the “Silver” or “Gold” one, a window as the following will appear from which
the software license agreement may be downloaded and a method of payment, whether credit card, PayPal
or stripe, may be selected.
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The preset method is “Credit card” option.

After selecting a method and by clicking on “Accept” it’s possible to continue with the payment.
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Hence by clicking on “Pay with Card” the subscription will be obtained.

Notice that even after paying the subscription access will be allowed only after the confirmation approved
by the providers.
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Once payment is concluded you’ll be addressed to the login page and therefore it will be possible to access
to the platform by inserting your credentials.
If the “Free” account was chosen you’ll in any case be addressed to the initial page and the following will
appear on the top left of screen:

Signing-in with the credential with a “Free” account when not yet activated the page will appear as below:

As a membership fee is chosen and complete you’ll receive the following email:
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2.1.4. If an option is denied for the user
Every time a function isn’t available for a member either with a “Free” or “Silver” account, a suggestion to
upgrade the current membership status appears.
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3. User Guide as a “Professional” (GOLD
MEMBERSHIP)
3.1. Introduction
Once a member enters the platform by inserting personal authentication credentials, the “Overview of my
clients” screen will appear as shown below:
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From this page you can access to all the software’s functions that are synthesized as the following:
FUNCTIONS

DESCRIPTION

Overview of my clients

Menu showing the directory of those clients that have active services with
colleagues (Accountants or Lawyers abroad). From this menu it’s possible to settle
assistance requests contracts for the clients abroad.

Clients assisted on behalf of the Network

Menu dedicated to clients which were consigned by third professionals to the
User. From here it’s possible to save all the shared documentation with the
mandator professional.

Network’s map of professional and charges

This menu reveals the global map of all the professionals, members of the
network, allowing the research of the professionals with Silver or Gold account
present in many different countries of the world along with their rate table and
their currency. Gold and Silver members may have access to all the contacts
present in the directory.

Export Management

This section on the platform all the “Business Offer” are published, which consist
of international cooperation projects available between professionals and final
clients (companies). Gold members may insert on behalf of their own clients
projects at no extra costs and request info about other projects published on the
network.

Notification

Site’s section where all news, updates and important info are published.

Proceeds from the Network

Information

Menu that allows to monitor final clients payments’ statuses: whether their
paying or not, the relative due dates and when the professional member will
receive his proceeds. Furthermore, from this very section the members have
access to reports.
Section in which all details and conditions relating to membership to the network
are illustrated.
Area that informs about di User Guide and di payment policy.

Chat

It is found at the bottom and it’s available for Silver and Gold accounts.

Subscription

1.
2.
3.
4.

Company;
Legal Representative;
Registred Office;
Action (by clicking “Open” then on “Edit” allows to start working with the client).

On the top right, by clicking “New” it’s possible to proceed registering all of the new client’s data.
Further here we see how to proceed with the registration of a new client and how to activate the services.

3.2.1. Registration of a new client.
As selected “New” a window that allows the registration appears as proposed in the next page. Some field
are blockers (for example the email address and the VAT are indispensable) in order to save the position.
Once saved the client’s personal data it’s possible to access the menu recommended for the opening of a
new company abroad.
Therefore, further three pages become available in the menu that appears:
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3.2.2. “Receives Assistance”
The “Receives assistance” menu allows to make a price quotation or activate request of assistance on behalf
of the client registered abroad. From this point it’s also possible to end relations between a client and the
network by clicking on “Dismiss customer”.
Below is shown how this function works.

First thing to do here is select the country in which you want to act from the “Choose the country in which
you would like to receive support for one of your clients” menu. After selecting the country another menu
will popup showing all the professionals with “Gold” or “Silver” account that are members in that chosen
country.
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By choosing a professional the rate table of his/her services will be available to consult, in the
corresponding currency in which he/she works (the final professional’s currency) and in the currency of the
professional that asks for a price quotation. When a service is quantifiable (such as the amount of
consulting hours) the quantity must be indicated.

Payments are always either annual or one time (as for example the Incorporation costs). Whether a
payment is annual or occasional it’s pointed out by the professional while updating his/her rate table.
Monthly fees should not be indicated since the software already does it automatically.
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At the bottom of the page appears the total annual cost for the service in both currencies, changed at the
moment of the quotation.

If the firm that receives the quotation already exists its data must be indicated. If the corporation isn’t
existing yet, the indication new firm‘s name is enough. At the end of the requested quotation it’s possible
to choose either:
1.
2.

To forward the request for assistance to a network of reference colleague (with the “Send Request”
option);
To save the estimated price in order to print it and give it to the client (with the “Save Quotation”
option).

The following shows the aforementioned:
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When a quotation is saved, it is shown highlighted in blue at the bottom of the page as “quotation”. By
choosing the “Open” command it’s possible to have access to it and therefore to print it in PDF on
letterhead or even to send to the relative colleague by clicking “Send Request”.
When a request for assistance is sent, the quotation appears highlighted in red as “Client Added”, which
stands as a pending acceptance evaluation. However, even at this point, it’s possible to access to the
request by clicking on “Open”.

If the mandate is accepted it is highlighted in green as “Active” and the contract it’s ready to be printed and
signed by the final client.

The image in the following page demonstrates how this phase appears on screen.
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With the option “Print” it’s possible to print the directory of all the positions managed on behalf of the
client.

3.2.2.a. The mandate in the “Quotation” status
Once a quotation is saved three commands to choose from are available by clicking “Open”: Quotation,
Send Request, Delete.
The command “Quotation” opens the detailed quotation and provides the “Quotation Preview” key, which
allows a print of the same.
The command “Send Request” forwards the request to the addressee professional (through Back Office).
The command “Delete” allows to delete di quotation.

3.2.2.b. The mandate in the “Send Request” status
When a mandate is in the “Send request” circumstance, up until the counterpart’s acceptance, it’s
printable as a quotation or erasable by choosing “Delete”. If deleted the counterpart receives a notice via email of this action taken.
Once the counterpart accepts the mandate, it’s highlighted in green name as “Active” and right below the
final professional’s name appears the “Assignment Accepted” command. At this point you may proceed
with printing the contract and getting it signed by the client. Afterwards, a copy of the just mentioned must
be countersigned by the adherent professional and delivered to the client. Furthermore, the document
must be scanned and saved in the “Documents” section.
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3.2.3. “Documents”
In the “Documents” menu the Professional that brings a client into the network and the final one must save
a copy of their contracts and all the relative documentation of the association. Certificates of incorporation.
Balance sheets. Articles of incorporation. Company Registration Report. And the signed network contract.

3.3. Clients assisted on behalf of the Network
This menu is accessible only by Silver and Gold members.
The “Client assisted on behalf of the network” menu, in particular, reveals the list of the clients managed
on behalf of third parties member of our network. Peculiarly, from this menu all clients for which a request
of assistance was received may be visualized. The name of the mandator corporation. The name of the
incorporated company abroad and the proponent Professional.
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The client’s status is indicated highlighted in green as “Assignment Accepted” when the receiving
Professional accepts the mandate.

Once this occurs, it’s up to Back Office to change in “Active” the corresponding status. Therefore being
“Active”, the client starts paying.
The activation statuses are: “Client added”; “Open” and “Client Documentation”.
The first one appears when the client is added whereas when the contract is signed by the client and
uploaded into the system it changes in “pending activation” (Back Office’s responsibility). As the first
payment takes place it changes in “Active” (Back Office’s responsibility). These steps, are all manual and
managed by the administrators.
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By clicking on “Open” two further commands are accessible: “Client Detail” in which all the client’s data is
displayed so as for the active quotation, and the “Client Documentation” command in which all the relative
documentation shared with the professional whom resides in the client’s country, as in a kind of ‘dropbox’.

Following, it’s shown the “Client Detail” window. On this form you’ll access to all the personal and tax data
of the client. It’s the professional’s responsibility to follow the client making sure all the boxes are filled
correctly.
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The “Client Documentation” grid is used so that the professional, who is following the corporation from
abroad, can save all the requested documents. Documents, that contribute to provide a shared database
with the other professional cooperating. Therefore, the just mentioned has access.
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Back office personnel verifies from time to time the saved documentation and eventually, through thirdparty associations, translates all in the language of origin of the first professional (service that has a cost).

3.4. Network professional and charges
The “Network professional and charges” menu shows the global map of the professionals (Charted
Accountants and Lawyers) searchable for country or for category, each with appropriate functions.
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The search box allows to highlight all the professionals present in a specific chosen area:

Therefore, it appears a list as shown below:
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By clicking on the name of a determined professional it’s possible to view his rate table and have access to
his details in order to contact him. Only Silver and Gold members have full access to the professional’s
details, whilst the Free members are invited to upgrade their membership to a Premium one or to ask for
assistance contacting Back Office.

The following page shows how this procedure appears.
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Where website and the Skype ID are available, they are shown.

Silver and Gold members can launch a Skype call directly from this page.

Alternatively, the chat at bottom of page is to be found. If the affiliate isn’t online an e-mail will be sent
with the content of the message.
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The rate table is always displayed in double currency. In both the currency of the abroad consulted
professional’s details and the equivalent currency at the rate of exchange of the professional searching.
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3.5. Notification
The “Notification” menu is dedicated to news and publications broadcasted periodically to all of the
network’s members. Notifications that are highlighted also with a bell icon at the right top of the screen.
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3.6. Proceeds from the Network
The “Proceeds from the Network” menu is dedicated to relatively inform the member about the network
final clients’ payments and the proceeds of his relevance. In particular, the menu differs in two different
submenus:
-

My proceeds;

-

Report.

The databased documentation shown is inserted manually by the back office.

3.6.1. “My Proceeds”
The “My Proceeds” menu is divided in two sections, the section at the top highlights the clients received by
other professionals and managed by the member. Like shown below you’ll see: the corresponding amounts
to be paid, due dates and the recessed amount and date along with the highlighted payment status with
the indication of paid or not paid.
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In the example the first client has regularly paid on date 01/08/2018 whilst the recessed amount hasn’t
been paid yet to the professional member on date 01/23/2018. The second client hasn’t carried out any
payment.

Always in the same menu, My Proceeds, the bottom section highlights clients sent to other professionals
abroad. Here are to be found: the amounts to be paid and the due dates, the commission owed to the
professional and its status, with the further indication if the amounts are paid or not.

The example shows the monthly and regular payments carried out by the clients to the network and the
relative payments for the commissions.
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3.6.2. “Report”
The “Report” menu has the purpose to allow the member obtaining a statement of account of his proceeds
relatively of the 75% and 10% in PDF format, as accounting and administrative report.

Reports are obtainable from date to date by setting the 75% or the 10% or the 75%+10%.

3.7. Subscription.
The “Subscription” menu is dedicated to inform the member about the membership fees and allows the
upgrade of the Account. From Free to Silver; from Silver to Gold.
For example, when a member joins with a free membership the following screen is shown, otherwise, the
strip with membership fees already illustrated in paragraph 2.1.1.
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3.8. Information.
The “Information” menu indicated gives info regarding our group and our products so as for the user’s
guide and methods of payments.
Both user’s guide and payment rules are free to download.
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The network’s rules on payment, designed to limit as possible transaction expenses, are the following:
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